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a b s t r a c t

Experimental research has shown that ordinary people often perform remarkably well in solving
coordination games that involve no conflicts of interest. While most experiments in the past studied
such coordination games among socially distant anonymous players, here we study behaviour in a set
of two player coordination games and compare the outcomes depending on whether the players are
socially close or socially distant. We find that social closeness influences prospects for coordination,
but whether it helps, harms, or has no impact on coordination probabilities, depends on the structure
of the game.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Coordination problems are pervasive in social life. While it is
ell-established that people are remarkably successful in exploit-

ng focal points to mutual benefit in pure coordination games
e.g., Mehta et al., 1994), how they achieve this remains poorly
nderstood. This paper investigates whether ‘‘social closeness’’
ffects coordination success in tacit, ‘‘pure-matching’’ (or
‘Schelling’’) coordination games with multiple Nash equilibria.

In his classic book The Strategy of Conflict, Schelling (1960)
roposed that focal points – salient, but payoff-irrelevant la-
els attached to actions within a pure-matching coordination
ame – allow individuals to solve equilibrium selection problems
i.e., coordinate with high probability by choosing salient op-
ions). Label saliency depends on features of the decision situation
nd the individuals involved; and successful coordination may
ely on shared knowledge or common cultural perceptions of the
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participants. In short, what individuals know about each other
may be an important determinant of salience-based coordination
(e.g., Abele et al., 2014; Sontuoso and Bhatia, 2021).

Most previous empirical studies of focal points in pure-
matching games studied socially distant and anonymous players
e.g., Cooper and Weber, 2020; Rojo Arjona, 2020). Yet the
ocial distance between individuals might be an important factor
etermining their ability to exploit salience for coordination in
veryday settings. While close friends will know more about each
ther than distant acquaintances, it is an open question how this
ffects the prospects for coordination via focal points. For exam-
le, social closeness might promote coordination by enhancing
he focality of options or impair coordination by increasing the
umber of potentially salient options recognised by the players.
We investigate the impact of social closeness in six coordi-

ation games with different structures selected to test specific
ypotheses. We explain the experimental design, the specific
ames we use and the hypotheses we test in Section 2.

. Experimental design

Participants were Swiss Army soldiers attending a four-week
oint Officer Training Programme (JOTP). On arrival, the several
rticle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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undred officer candidates from across the country were ran-
omly allocated to platoons and classes of approximately 25 peo-
le. Over the four weeks, they lived in the training academy and
nteracted almost exclusively with other candidates from their
wn class. After the JOTP, platoons and classes were dissolved,
nd candidates returned to their home bases (for a description of
OTP see also Goette et al., 2012).

We recruited 308 participants over two JOTP waves in
016–17. Participants were randomly allocated to either the C-
reatment, in which they were paired with a person socially close
o them, or to the D-treatment, in which they were paired with a
erson they were unlikely to have met before (a socially distant
erson). Participants in the C-treatment received a printed booklet
howing a photograph of one of their classmates (randomly
rawn from the same class) with whom they were matched to
lay a series of two-player games. It is unlikely that they would
ave known this person before the JOTP but by the time of
ompleting our study, they would have been interacting with
his person across the four weeks of the JOTP. Participants in
he D-treatment received the same instructions, but the person
hey were paired with and pictured in their booklets was selected
n the expectation that they would be someone the participant
onsidered socially distant: in Wave 1 the pictured person was
soldier who attended a previous JOTP training camp; for Wave
, it was a Swiss undergraduate student of comparable age. As
manipulation check, after the general instructions, participants
nswered questions to assess how close they felt to the person
ictured in their booklet. We used the ‘‘oneness scale’’ (Cialdini
t al., 1997; Gächter et al., 2015), which measures subjective
erception of social closeness on a seven-point scale.
To explore how social closeness affects coordination on focal

ptions, participants took part in both open-form and closed-
orm coordination games1 (e.g., Chuah et al., 2019;
Hargreaves Heap et al., 2017) inspired by tasks used in Mehta
et al. (1994) and Crawford et al. (2008), respectively.

The three open-form games (games 1–3 in Fig. 1) consisted
of writing down: any positive number (‘‘Number’’); any year
‘‘Year’’); a Swiss town (‘‘Town’’). In both treatments, all par-
icipants (including the past JOTP attendees and the Swiss stu-
ents) made decisions knowing that they would receive CHF30
≈ USD30.5) conditional on successful coordination (zero other-
ise) with their identified matched participant.2 In these games,
he range of possible options is not fixed and this suggests some
otential effects of our treatment variable. Consider the Town
ame. Existing evidence shows that distant pairs are often suc-
essful in coordinating on options such as the city they are in, or
heir country’s capital (consistent with these being focal). Now
onsider a close pair that happens to know that they are both
rom the same city, but it is not the current location or the capital.
priori, it is unclear whether access to additional potential focal
oints like this would help or hinder coordination.
The three closed-form games were the ‘‘P-games’’ shown as

ames 4–6 in Fig. 1. For each P-game, participants had to pick
ne of the three pie slices knowing that selecting the same slice
s their partner would result in the pair of payoffs indicated on
hat slice (zero otherwise). P-game A is different in structure from
he other two P-games in that coordinating on any slice results
n identical payoffs. Based on existing evidence, we expected that
he visual salience of the bottom-slice (based on both its position
nd distinctive white colouring) would facilitate coordination

1 These coordination games were part of a larger experiment with fur-
her tasks exploring issues beyond those discussed here. Online Supplemental
aterial (SM1 and SM2) describes the full set of tasks.
2 Past JOTP attendees were recontacted to participate in this study, while the

tudents were recruited separately.
 r

2

among distant players, and we test whether this is enhanced or
reduced by closeness.3 P-games B and C progressively penalise
the relative return to coordination on the visually salient slice. Ex-
isting evidence (e.g., Bardsley et al., 2010) demonstrates that such
penalties, even when small, dramatically reduce the tendency
for individuals to select otherwise focal options. Conditional on
replicating this pattern, our design allows us to test whether
closeness mitigates the negative impact of the payoff penalties.

Participants were not allowed to communicate during the 90-
minute experiment and received no feedback before the payment
stage. After the session, five booklets and five tasks in each book-
let were randomly drawn for payment. For each selected booklet,
we paid both the person who completed it and the co-player
pictured in it. To avoid side payments, we used bank transfers
after the JOTP ended. The average payoff to those selected for
payment was CHF142 in Wave 1 and CHF185 in Wave 2. These
payoffs were substantial, being similar in magnitude to cadets’
compensation for a day at the JOTP.

3. Results

We first conduct a manipulation check: as expected, indi-
viduals in the C-treatment, on average, report higher closeness
ratings with the person they are paired with.4 (Mean oneness: C-
treatment = 3.96; D-treatment = 2.47; Mann–Whitney z = 9.25,
p < 0.001).

For the main analysis, we examine the influence of social
closeness through the lens of a coordination probability statistic.
For each individual we calculate their coordination probability on
a given task as the likelihood that their answer is the same as that
of another randomly selected individual from their group, wave
and treatment (see Appendix A.1, for details). The coordination
probabilities reported in Fig. 2 are the average of individual
probabilities for a given task and treatment. Fig. 2 also reports
a random benchmark which is the coordination rate that would
arise if each subject picked randomly from among the range of
‘‘available’’ options.5 The modal response (the relative frequency
of the most common response) is also shown in Fig. 2, but since
that moves broadly in line with the coordination probability, for
brevity we focus on the latter (online Supplemental Material,
Table SM3.1 reports distributions of responses).

For the open-form games, we see that – in line with existing
evidence (e.g., Mehta et al., 1994) based on distant players –
coordination rates are markedly above the random benchmark.
Our results indicate that the same is true for close players. While
eyeballing shows some differences between average coordination
probabilities across treatments (most obviously for ‘‘Year’’), the
direction of difference is not consistent. To test whether treat-
ment differences are statistically significant, we estimate an OLS
model (with bootstrapped standard errors) for each game by
regressing the coordination probability on a treatment dummy,
a wave dummy and an interaction (see Appendix A.2).6 We find
a significant treatment effect in only one case (the Year game:

3 Crawford et al. (2008) find high rates of coordination in their ‘‘Pie-game
1’’, a close analogue of P-game A.
4 Contrary to the intended manipulation, 2 participants in the D-treatment
id recognise their partner, while 9 participants in the C-treatment did not. We
xclude them from the analysis.
5 For the open-form games, we use the number of distinct answers given by
ll subjects in a treatment/wave as the available range (see Table SM3.1). The
andom benchmark is equivalent to the reciprocal of the range of responses,
ence 1/3 by construction in the P-Games. We see no evidence that the range
aries systematically with treatment for the open-form games.
6 The OLS model can generate predictions outside the unit interval. We probe

he robustness of the reported inferences in two ways: (1) via fractional logit
egression analysis (Papke and Wooldridge, 1996) for proportions data, which
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the three open-form (1–3) and the three closed-form (4–6) coordination games.
Fig. 2. Random benchmarks, coordination probabilities and modal responses.
C-treatment = 0.188; std. err. = 0.052; p < 0.001). The direction of
he effect is consistent with closeness improving coordination; it
s highly significant, but the positive effects of closeness are also
onfined to Wave 1 only. The open-form games are also ones with
candidate solution which may not be the most immediately
bvious but might be expected to emerge via ‘‘team reasoning’’
Sugden, 2003; Bacharach, 2006): the answers of ‘‘1’’, the current
ear or ‘‘Bern’’ (the Swiss capital and the JOTP location) for
he Number, Year and Town games, respectively. There is some
ndication that these answers are more common in the close
reatment for the Number and Year games, but again only in
ave 1 (see Table SM3.1).

allows zeros and ones together with intermediate values; and (2) via non-
parametric bootstrapping analysis inspired by earlier contributions (Bardsley
et al., 2010; Hargreaves Heap et al., 2017). These analyses broadly confirm
our inferences, except for suggesting some caution about the robustness of the
significance of effects for P-games B and C (see Supplemental Material, SM4 and
SM5, for details).
3

Turning to the closed-form games, we focus first on P-game A.
Here we replicate past results of coordination rates much better
than chance amongst distant players and we extend existing
evidence by showing that closeness reduces coordination success
(βC-treatment = −0.119; std. err. = 0.037; p = 0.001). As expected,
for P-games B and C, coordination rates fall close to the random
benchmark for distant players, consistent with existing evidence
(Crawford et al., 2008). Our results show that closeness does
nothing to prevent that.

4. Summary and conclusion

We presented evidence from a lab-in-the-field experiment on
tacit, two-player, pure-matching coordination games involving
pairs of people who are either socially close or distant. We varied
two structural features of the games: whether they are open
or closed form and whether or not the option expected to be
salient in the closed-form game is payoff dominated. We find
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Table A.2
Testing for treatment differences in the individual coordination probability.
Dependent variable:
coordination prob.

(1)
Number

(2)
Year

(3)
Town

(4)
P-game A

(5)
P-game B

(6)
P-game C

C-treatment −0.012
(0.017)

0.188***
(0.053)

−0.026
(0.049)

−0.119***
(0.037)

−0.023
(0.018)

0.007
(0.011)

Wave 2 −0.009
(0.014)

0.143***
(0.042)

0.005
(0.040)

−0.072**
(0.033)

−0.010
(0.018)

0.022**
(0.011)

C-treatment × Wave 2 −0.002
(0.019)

−0.192***
(0.065)

−0.013
(0.059)

0.042
(0.040)

0.043**
(0.021)

0.016
(0.019)

Constant 0.085***
(0.012)

0.243***
(0.032)

0.457***
(0.033)

0.519***
(0.031)

0.351***
(0.016)

0.325***
(0.007)

N 296 295 297 295 297 295

Note: OLS coefficients. Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses.
*p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01. Variable coding: C-treatment (dummy variable: 0 = Distant; 1 = Close); Wave 2 (dummy variable:
0 = Wave 1; 1 = Wave 2); C-treatment × Wave 2 (interaction: value = 1 for C-treatment and Wave 2; otherwise, 0).
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vidence that both dimensions mediate the impact of closeness.
n games that do not penalise coordination on a salient option,
ur participants’ decisions imply coordination rates much better
han chance. But while social closeness significantly lifts coordi-
ation rates in one open-form game, it hinders coordination in
he closed-form game featuring equally-ranked equilibria. Con-
irming existing evidence, we find that focality loses its force
n equilibrium selection when the salient option is also payoff
ominated and we extend this finding by showing that closeness
oes not help recover its power. Hence closeness helps, harms,
r has no impact on coordination probabilities, depending on the
tructure of the game.
Naturally, based on a single experiment, the patterns iden-

ified in our data should not be taken as reliable claims about
ehaviour more generally. That said, our results provide moti-
ation for further work to examine the role of social closeness
y testing replicability of our results and, conditional on that,
xploring the mechanisms at work.
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ppendix A

.1. Coordination probabilities: Definitions and calculations

Here we explain construction of (individual and task level)
oordination probabilities. Let CProbDigw be the coordination prob-
bility for individual i, game g and wave w in the D-treatment. In

D
alculating CProbigw , we exclude the response of i themselves and

4

e also exclude the decision of their distant match (the distant
layer was not a member of the current JOTP; they were in a
ifferent population and responding in a different context). After
hese exclusions CProbDigw = (nD

gw − 1)/(ND
gw − 1), where nD

gw is
he number of respondents giving a particular answer and ND

gw

s the total number of responses to game g in wave w of the D-
reatment. For symmetry, we apply the same exclusion rules for
he C-treatment, hence, CProbCigw = (nC

gw − 1)/(NC
gw − 1).

The mean coordination probability reported in Fig. 2 is an
verage of the individual coordination probabilities calculated as:
eangt = (Meanw=1

gt + Meanw=2
gt )/2 where t is the treatment (C

r D). We use this formulation because salient responses could
iffer across waves (specifically, for the Year Game). While our
oordination index is inspired by the approach developed in
ehta et al. (1994), ours has a different interpretation because

t measures potential coordination from matching participants in
ays that they did not have in mind.

.2. Coordination probabilities and treatment differences

See Table A.2.

ppendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be found
nline at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.econlet.2022.110552.
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